
AscentERP announces 90-day Quick Start for
ERP on Salesforce Cloud…Guaranteed
Extend your Salesforce CRM into the
back office - from sales order through
financials with AscentERP

SOMERVILLE, NEW JERSEY, UNITED
STATES, May 22, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Ascent has a team
of distribution and manufacturing
technology enthusiasts who understand that the term “ERP” has been oversold and under-delivered.
With the fast pace of business change, it is critical that a company is able to quickly see a return for
an ERP project, which depends on how quickly it can be deployed.  

...by the time a company
commits to investing in a new
ERP, the legacy systems and
spreadsheet-based
processes that worked in the
past have reached their
breaking point, being
negatively impacted”

Tom Scuoteguazza,
AscentERP’s Director of

Professional Services

To overcome the problem of time-consuming enterprise
system deployment, Ascent has streamlined its approach to
get qualified customers up and running quickly.  Enterprise
Quick Start can go from kick-off to go-live in 90 days or less,
guaranteed, and at an affordable, fixed rate.  

“Too often, by the time a company commits to investing in a
new enterprise solution, the legacy systems and spreadsheet-
based processes that worked in the past have reached their
breaking point and customers are beginning to be negatively
impacted”, explains Tom Scuoteguazza, AscentERP’s Director
of Professional Services.    Tom goes on to cite that, in a
recent report of small to mid-sized companies, “…once a
provider is selected 77% are looking to be deployed in under
six months, we have done better than that with our EQS”. 

The EQS program includes everything from sales processes with the Salesforce Sales Cloud and
order management to back office functionality, including inventory control, supply chain management,
invoicing, and the staging of financial transactions for import into an accounting system. The
Enterprise Quick Start was developed to deliver all the power of the AscentERP in a more efficient
deployment timeline.  More information is available at https://www.ascenterp.com.

For 10 years, AscentERP has been providing nimble and flexible enterprise solutions that are 100%
native to the Salesforce.com platform. The Enterprise Quick Start was developed to deliver all the
power of the AscentERP in a more efficient deployment timeline.
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About AscentERP: 
AscentERP is a team of distribution and manufacturing technology enthusiasts who understand that
the term “ERP” has been oversold and under-delivered.  The company designed a flexible platform to
be able to adapt and evolve with businesses—from startups to enterprise level organizations—while
keeping the offering affordable. The AscentERP team uses a business process-first mentality when
tackling any technical challenge. Contact AscentERP to explore the potential of growing without the
pain.
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